Light is made up of both visible light and invisible light, including ultraviolet and infrared light. Both visible and invisible light can fade and damage light sensitive materials. Daylight and electric light sources produce visible and invisible light.

What common household light sources cause fading?
- Daylight
- Electric light
  - Incandescent
  - Tungsten halogen
  - Fluorescent

How can you control invisible light?
- Install special filters for lighting fixtures.
- Install special films for doors, windows, and skylights.
- Reduce exposure to light. Consider rearranging furniture and artwork from time to time.

What materials will fade in your home?
- Materials that can fade are called light sensitive, responsive, susceptible, or fragile.
- Paper-based materials fade quickest.
- Fabrics and leather fade quickly.
- Draperies without linings on sunlight-facing sides may fade quickly.
- Some dyes or colors fade quicker than others. For example, yellow may fade faster than black.
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When thinking of lighting to limit fading, consider...

Daylight:
- Fading caused by daylight can be reduced by filtering skylights and using window coverings. When replacing windows, consider purchasing low-E glass. Low-E glass will help reduce fading and save energy.

Cost:
- Energy costs vary across light bulbs. Look at the package to see how much energy the bulb uses.
- Some bulbs use more energy than others. For example, for the same amount of light produced, incandescent bulbs use more energy than the new light emitting diodes (LEDs).

Turn off lights when not in use to lower electric light levels, save money, save energy... and reduce fading!

Remember:
- Lower wattage lights help reduce fading. Look for bulbs that use 15 watts or less.
- Lighting fixtures, locations, and controls can be used together to help reduce fading. Think about shielding fixtures, using indirect lighting, and turning lights on only when needed to help reduce fading.
- Don’t rely on dimming light sources to reduce fading. Dimming incandescent bulbs “shifts” visible light to infrared, which will cause fading. Reduce fading by using lower wattage bulbs instead of dimming higher wattage bulbs.
- Consider using motion sensors to help control lighting, reduce fading, and save energy.

Other info:
- When selecting bulbs, check the package to find the color of light that is right for you!

Fading effects add up over time. Damage due to fading is irreversible.
- If you want to be absolutely sure that your light sensitive items will not fade at all, you must keep them completely in the dark at all times.
- Try this! Instead of keeping your light sensitive photographs, fabrics, and artwork in the dark, try rotating them in and out of the light from time to time. Retail stores and museums rotate items to reduce fading.

Important Information
What causes fading from light sources: Visible Light and Invisible Light (ultraviolet and infrared).

DAYLIGHT: Natural light entering your home through windows, glass doors and skylights contains ultraviolet light, which may fade materials.

ELECTRIC LIGHT: Some light sources produce ultraviolet light, which may fade materials. Fading increases with more visible light.

Tools to reduce fading:
Specialty ultraviolet or infrared filters may help reduce fading. These filters may be used to protect very valuable pieces. These products are typically special ordered.